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Design of Slope Protection Systems and
Maintenance Procedures To Minimize
Erosion
DENNIS DUFFY AND HILDA HATZELL

Effective control of erosion on highway slopes involves assess·
ing the ero ive environment correctly, predicting the erosfon
resistance of materials before U1eir placement or exposure on
the slope , and using slope maintenance and traffic control in
order to minimize slope erosion-resistance damage. A labo·
ratory testing process was developed that simulates the typical
slope erosion environment. The relative import:lDce or precipitation and Oow over the slope was explored. The relationship
between precipitation and overland Oow to slope erosion i
such that both must be considered or erosion resistance will
be overc timated. The erosion 1·csistancc of soil nnd prospective
lope protection systems are evaluated and compared with field
erosion damage. Excellent agreement between the predicted
slope response and lield observations was round. Crushed rock
resistant to weathering was found to function effectively when
placed on slopes a steep as 2: l. Angular particle , larger Ulan
0.187 in. were stable on lopes for the 50-yr 30-min event
when the concentration of these particles wa greater than 20
percent. Erosion resistance was found to increase as the rafio
of longest particle axis length to Ule shortest pal"licle axis length
increases. The phenomena of natural slope armoring was
examined and guideline· wen: developed for recognizing soil
armoring.
The Arizona Departme nt of Transportation (ADOT) autho r·
ized a study of er sion o n freeway slopes in the metrop litan
Phoenix area. The study a rea contained egments of two freeways: Interstate 10 and State Route 360. T he sl pes studied
were a combination f cut and embankment section t taling
more than 25 mi . In an attempt to minimize lope damage,
a number of erosion-reducing technique had been applied,
including application of decomposed granite. However, becau e
of serious problems with these techniques ADOT was interested in developi.ng more effective me thods for protecting
freeway lope '. Also, these methods had to be com patible
with the arid clima te and aesthetic concern · involved in roadide development. T be research rep rted in Lhi paper was a
result of that interest.
GENERAL EROSION CONCERNS AND FIELD
OBS ERV ATIO NS

The importance of slope and length of surface exposed to
erosions was recognized e·1rly by Duley and Hays (J), Zingg
D. Duffy, Department of Civil Engineering, and H. Hatzell,
Department of Environmental Resources, Arizona State University, Tempe;, Ali. 85287.

(2), and Musgrave (3). oil lo s was re lated to slope in percent
raised to the 1.37 l.35, and 1.7 power for midwestern soils
(2 - 4). Using soil loss data from Texa to Wisconsi.n, Zingg
(2) concluded that the average total soil loss varies as percent
slope to the .1.37 p wer and horizontal slope length to Ute l .6
power.
When unde r cultivation, midwelltern s il were reported t
yield sedime nt Q at a rate Q = 0.43S + 0.3S + 0.043S2 in
ton per acre. S is the slope angle in percent (5). In more
recent research Wischmeier and Smith (6) bave used a single
topographic factor , L to describe the effect of ·lope <1ngle
and slope le ngth . Farmland under cultivation , with natural
rainfall and 3 to 18 percent slopes and lengths of fr 111 30 t
300 ft has a value of LS that is predicted by

LS = (&/72.6)m (65.41 Sin2 0 + 4.56 Sin 0 + 0.065)
where & is slope length in feet 0 is angl.e ot sl pc in degrees,
and m varies fr m 0.2 for 1 percent lope to 0.5 for a S percent
lop .
These values of LS, which would he used in tl1 Universa l
Soil Loss Equation ( SL ), would be applicable to slopes
that have a uniform gradie nt. When slopes aJe susceptible to
rilling uch a on construction ites, Lhe /11 values may exceed

o.s

(7).

Erosi non slopes s teeper tha11 2:1 was of interest a ero ·ion
concerns b came part of the construction sequence. Steepn s
facto r were developed for l pes steeper than 1.5:1 (6).
The importance 0£ reducing lope le ngt h became appa rent
particularly on ·te p lop s. lf the lope length is reduced by
one-half, the calcu lated am unt of erosion decrea es by 70
percent (6).
In addition to the constraints that are appropriate for the
erosion-predicting techniques, it i a l o imp rtant 10 recognize
that erosion is not uni form n a lope. The erodibility of a
slope with unifonn soil increa e down the 1 pe (8). The soi l
removal rale increa ·es down a typical soi l slope as a re. ult of
the increased probability of the occurrence of channel or overland tlu\ . tj th rain<ir p i111paci .i11u ,vaici· f1 0 ·,:;i»i;; ;.; ·: 0 ~ the
soil surface were recognized by Wischme ier and Manneri ng
a mechanism. that contributed t
r sion (9) . The pro le m
of predict111g the potential for cro~i n f. I p s thal contain
coarse materia ls and at angle of up to 27 degrees in arid
regioi1s has only recently received attention (JO, I!) .
Predictive technique · fo r oil erosion, such as applying the
U L • arc not ea ily applied to hi ghway slope f r severa l
reasons. Steep I pe hivolvc a complex fie wand gravitational
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environment. Soil materials not subjected to cultivation develop
a natural increase in their resi tance to erosion if cementation
or coarse particles are present in the oil . Early studies of
rock particles mixed with soil howed significant increases in
erosion resi tance (12). When rock larger than 2 in. were
removed, erosion rates increased ·ixfold (13). The coarser
particles interact with each other f rming an anuored surface
sim.ilar to the desert pavements that are formed by wind ablation in arid regions . The effect of thi re istance change i to
make the actual ero ion proce s time dependent. The USLE
recognizes neither the effect of time nor of event . equence
relative to previous flow.
During the planning stage of U1e project , a storm hit SR
360 in October 19 7 and produced exten ive erosion damage
in an area protected with a decomposed granite (Figure 1).
There were ao rain gauges along the alignment; however,
adjacent station recorded a maximum precipitation rate of
0.55 in./hr during the storm (personal communication with
C.F. Kenner, Maricopa County Flood Control Di trict , Pho .nix, Arizona). A side view of lhe lope (Figure 2) provide
another perspective of the damage. The riJI were not only
uniformly placed, with a pacing of 3 to 8 ft, but they also
started at the same location.
The rill tarted at a break in sl pe that separate the upper
and lower lope egments. The upper slope segment had an
angle of from 6 to 14 degrees. The angle of the lower segment
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varied from 8 to 24 degrees. The observed erosion was widespread occurring wherever the granite protection was used
within the storm limits. The grnnite designated a SRG8 had
100 percent pas ing the 1 in. sieve size and 72 and 0 percent
passing th numbers 4 and 200 sieves sizes, re p ctively. The
nominal thicknes of the granite on the slopes wa less than
1 in.
The length of upper slope necessary to produce the rill
cutting for the October 19 7 storm was approximately 15 ft.
When less than 15 ft of upper slop existed, rills did not form.
The s.lope areas that had an upper egment greater than 15
ft always had rilling in the granite.

Laboratory Testing Program

FIGURE I

Erosion damage SR 360, Phoenix, Arizona.

A laboratory testing program was devel ped to a ess the
combined effects of precipitation falling on a lope and overland flow delivered by a microcollecting basi.n on the upper
lope egments. An ero ion cell that contained three replicated panel 2.5 ft wide by 2.67 ft in the slope direction by
2.5 in. deep wa constructed . Th three panels were used t
provide an estimate of the ariability of the ero i.on response.
The erosion cell was designed to be placed at variable lope
angles. A spray head utilizing a full cone pray pattern was
u ed to simulate precipitation on each panel. Flow wa metered
through each of the three spray beads to ensure a uniform
application rate . The spray head assembly applied the water
at a rate that was greater than the 50-yr 30-min intensity
event expected for the greater Phoenix, Arizona area .
The overland flow portion of the testing wa accomplished
by building a simulated channel flow delivery ystem constructed from 3-in.-diameter acrylonitrile-butadiene- tyrene
(ABS) pipe . These channels were constructed on a frame
that allowed the pipe slop to vary from 2 to 16 degrees. By
varying the delivery channel . lope, the water velocity could
also be varied . To better imulate the field channels delivering
runoff to the lower slope egrnent the ABS pipes were lined
with Mirafi 6000 plastic with the filter fabric removed. The
6000 plastic wa placed with the ex.lrusions into th flow to
produce a roughness closer to field conditions. Each flow
channel had a flow meter to enable identical flows to be
applied to each of the replicated panels. The overland flow
assembly is shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 2

Erosion damage, SR 360.

FIGURE 3

Erosion cell apparatus.
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A typical coar e-grained soil re pon e to the erosi n t ting
is provided by the SRG 1 material (Figure 4). SRGl i a granite
slope pr tection material applied to existing ·lope on SR
360. The SRGl te ting demonstnited lhe abi lity of a coarse
fraction to develop increased erosion resistance 1111 ough
armoring. Armoring is the development of a urface protection through accumulation f soil particles too coarse to be
transported from the lope by flow events to that p int in
time. The SRGl material had 51 percent plus number 4 size
material before erosion testing. The erosion increa ·ed to a
maximum value 10 min after the test was begun and continually decreased to a minimum value at 40 min. The initial
increase in the rate of erosion i believed to have been caused
by surface irregularities left after panel preparatjoa and' poorly '
placed coar er particles that are in rather unstable pusiti Jl
at the Stan of precipitation.
After completion of the 40-min test increment, the SRGl
ii had developed an effective urface armor compri ed of
primarily plus number 4 size particles. Whal was observed in
the laboratory was a high initial loss of fines followed by
steadily decreasing sediment transporl fro m the panel. The

ample collected was 99 percent finer than the number 4 sieve
size particles and 57 percent finer than the number 10 ieve
size. The grain ize analy is f r the sample collected at O
and 40 min after the test was begun show imilar results. It
is the minus number 4 sieve size particle that are tra nsported
by precipitation alone under the particular test conditions.
The fact that the precipitation portion of the SRGl test
eroded essentially fine particles is interesting because SR 360
was closed in the vicinity of the sample source for SRGl as
a result of the storm in October 1986. The freeway was closed
because of water and sediment on the road.
After 10 min of the combined flows, the collected sample
still contained 8 percent of the plus number 40 material finer
than the number 4 sieve size. Even under the added stress of
the 1.2 gpm flow the plus number 4 size particles were relatively stable (Figure 5).
When Figures 4 and 5 are compared it is clear that the
erosion rate increased at the same flow but at a higher velocity. The rate of erosion of approximately 47 gpm for the first
overland flow after 10 min i 5 times greater than the rate of
erosion for the second interval, with a velocity of 141 ft/min.

-a- 1.2 gpm@ 141 ft/min
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The increase in Lhe rate of erosion (Figure 5) between 5
and 10 mini believed to be caused by the relocation of coar e
particles. When rhe velocity of flow increased by more tllan
80 percent some particles were unable to resist the new flow
environment without an adjustment in posi1io11 . The combined samples of the plus number 40 material that eroded
after 10 min at the higher velocity flow were 95 percent finer
than the number 4 sieve size. Not only does the slope continue
to armor as demonstrated by the reduction in the rate of
erosion but al o the .transport of particles smaller than rhe
number 4 sieve size continues. At the 60-min point in the test
no plus number 4 size particles were collected.
The relationships showu in Figures 4 and 5 demon trate
clea.rly that with time the rate o(erosion will decrease. If the
slope is not disturbed, surface protec1ioo is available to resist
erosion during sub equent flow . Should the surface protection ti.lat has developed be damaged, the rate of erosion would
increase with the next flow until th armo.r can reform.
To estab.lish tbe upper resistance of the SRGl material the
flow rate was increased to 6.0 gpm with a corresponding velocity increase. The increased severity of the overland flow portion of the event produced a rapid removal of material (Figure 5).
Panel 3 of SRGl wa selected for testing with an overland
flow rate of 6.0 gpm . The rate of erosion increa ed tenfold
as the flow rate increased from 5.0 to 6.0 gpm (Figure 6) .
The removal of the armoring that had been formed during
the prev'iou testing began when the flow reached 6.0 gpm;
the surface protection was being damaged. Slope surface particles as large as 0.75 in. were being transported. When the
flow rate is 1.2 gpm and the velocity is less than 141 ft/min
the lope of SRGl material will armor itself. As can be obse1ved
in Figure 7, the erodibility of the SRGl material was not
increa ing even when the erosion stress was increasing.
The overland flow was increased to .0 gpm which re ulted
in fai lure for two of the panels (Figure 8). These data and the
data from the first series of SRGl tests exhibit similar behavior. The precise flow at which the slope fai ls appears to lie
between flow rate of 6.0 and 8.0 gpm.
An example of the variability to be found on replicated
panel surfaces is shown in Figure 9. The re uJts of Panel 3
present proof that for an advantageous arrangement of surface
particles, even SRGl material is resistant to combined flow
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with an overland component of 8.0 gpm. Considerable movement and erosion occurred before the development of this
rather stable surface. The sample col1ected at the end of the
8.0- gpm, 10-min event contained no particles larger than the
number 4 size.
A sample of the granite surface protection that was shown
in Figure 1 (SRG8) was also tested at 2:1 slopes. The material
was so permeable that no surface flow could be sustained
below 6.0 gpm. Without surface flow, erosion would not occur
(Figure 10). All three panels were able to resist eroding. When
the slope was increased to 2:1, one panel was able to resist
the 6.0 gpm condition though the other two panels did not
exhibit formation of channels.
To assess the effect of dust and maintenance activities that
would eventually reduce the permeability on slopes, the test
was modified. The SRG8 was placed in the same manner as
in the first two test series, then 1300 g of minus number 40
soil derived from soils immediately below the field granite
protection were sprinkled on each test panel. Each panel was
wetted from the spray heads alone until the soil had been
transported into the pore spaces of the SRG8. The erosion
testing then proceeded with the combined effects of precipitation and overland flow. At the 2:1 slope, all panels failed
within econds of the application of combined flow with an
overland component of 6.0 gpm (Figure 10). The failure was
rapid and took the form of a straight channel until the Mirafi
6000 material was exposed.
One additional test series was performed using the SRG8
material. This test simulated the field condition in which a
thin, 0.5-in.-thick layer of SRG8 was placed over a 2.0-in.thick layer of low permeable soil. A fine-grained soil was
selected from SR 360 for testing and designated SRP5. Only
8 percent of the particles on SRP5 were larger than the number 4 sieve size. SRP5 wa u ed for the underlaying material,
and 0.5 in. of SRG8 was placed over it. This test condition
examined the ero ion resista nce when the permeability
remained high but becau e of the thin section of SRG8, water
would be forced to move across the surface. When tested
under the combined flow conditions with an overland component of 2.4 gpm, failure occurred (Figure 10).
The series of tests using the SRG8 material demonstrates
the complexity of the slope erosion environment both as placed
and as it may potentially change over time. It is not enough
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to perform a slope erosion test and then proclaim success
when little or no erosion occurs. Instead, the designer must
understand why the erosion resistance is high and thus why
the test is successful. If tbe results are due to high permeability, the role of thickness and long-term permeability in
future erosion resistance must be developed. Insufficient
.knowledge now exists to enable the time-plugging relationship
t.o exist for any slope-protecting material. The designer does
not need that pecific information; it i · sufficient to recognize
that the effects of time will reduce the protection .
The interest in the role of surface protection thickness led
to another series of test using material that came from Dy art
Road and I-10 and de ignated IGl. The IGl material had a
high surface permeability imilar to the SRG8 samples. A
series of tests terminating with a combined flow environment
and containing an overland component of 2.4 gpm with a
velocity of 167 ft/min produced neither sediment nor failure
(Figure 11). A new serie · of panels was prepared with a 0.5in.-thick layer of IGl material over the same soils applied to
the SRG8 panels. The testing was repeated but this time the

FIG URE 12 Rill caused by rumble strip,
Interstate 10, Phoenix, Arizona.

1
/2

In. thickness.

panels failed when the minimum combined flow with an overland component of 1.2 gpm wa applied (Figure 11). The
reduced thickness could not support the flow within the seclion. The erosion channel that formed in the laboratory were
imilar in geometry to those observed on tbe freeway slopes.
Like the SRG8 materials, the correlation between field and
laboratory for the IGl panels was remarkably good (Figures
12 and 13).
So far the reported testing ha dealt with materials that
have been used on the lopes a protection. A soil, IP9, was
elecled for testing becau e unlike tb IGl , SRGl , and SRG8
materials it had only 6 percent of particles larger than the
number 4 ieve size. The IP9 soil failed during precipitation
testing while at the 2:1 lope (Figure 14); it could not develop
an effective armoring ystem because of the paucity of plu
number 4 ize particles.
The IP9 panels had microchannels that developed as oon
as precipitation tarted . As the duration of flow increased
larger portions of the urface were affected. Each rill wa in
effect developing an overland flow component that increa ed
minute by minute. The net effect of tl1is increasing flow wa
the acceleration of the rate of erosion to failure. The results
of 1P9 are graphic indicator · of erosion when the development
of armoring i lacking. Once the incisement process ·tarted,

FIGURE 13 Laboratory rill.
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the flow regime was able to transport larger particles from
the surface. Tbe analogy of a piping failure is applicable becau e
with piping each particle removed increa es the graruent, and
thus the rate of removal increases.
When SRP5 was tested under the stress of precipitation
alone on a 2:1 slope, the 10-min erosion rate was 125 gpm
(Figure 15). This erosion rate was compared with the IP9
initial 10-min rate of 1 5 gpm. The SRP5 slopes did not fail.
When precipitation was applied with an overland component
of 1.2 gpm, a rate of erosion of 1549 gpm wa produced
(Figure 16). Tbe rates are developed by relating the amount
of plus number 40 material eroded to the starting percentage
of the same size fraction. The rate of erosion i adju ted to
reflect this estimate of the total amount eroded.
To evaluate how erosion resistance of IP9 soil is affected
by coarse particles, varying amounts of large particles were

mixed with the SRP5 oil (Figure 15). The numerical values
given for the percent aggregate were determined by sieve
analy i after the oils were mixed and before erosion testing .
The percentages shown with the material added to tbe SRPS
oil were the measured amouJ1ts of materials by weight. The
added SRGl particles were all retained on the 0.5-in. creen.
The Slate Creek material wa obtained from SR 87 and ieved
to pas · the 1.5-in. mesh a nd be retained on the 0.5-in. i ve.
A considerable reduction in rates of er ion was observed
when the amount of aggregate added was greater than 29
percen'I.
When rate of erosion caused by precipitation alone and
with overland flow i plotted against tbe percentage of plu
number4 material in the oil for the SRP5 base soil, the results
are as hown in Figure 16. When the percentage of particles
larger than tbe number 4 sieve i greater than 10 percent a
significant reduction in erosion potential occur . A very small
change occurs beyond 20 percent.
One other aspect of aggregate con ·idered was the hape
factor influence. The ratio of the longest to the maHest particle dimension wa established for these additives. Thi
dimension ratio is defined as the shape factor (SF). The SF
values were 2.0 for SRGl 2.1for101, and 8.4 for Slate Creek
aggregate. The SRP5 erosion rate versus aggregate shape factor for the 30 percent aggregate additive soils is shown in
Figure 17.
The Slate Creek aggregate i tbe most efficiently shaped
aggregate to reduce ero ion . Nevertheless the data indicate
tbat shape factor L not nearly as important as the total percentage of plu number 4 size particles available. Whenever
a choice i11 particle shape factor is available the material
with the higher SF value hould warrant special consideration.
The re ear h team examined the effects f resi lance to
erosion of natural soil particle hape. A sample wa selected
from SR 360 for testing and identified as SRSl. Thi material
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contained 22 percent plu num ber 4 size material. T he maximum particle size the soil conta ined was 2 in. To examine
th e change in erosion resi tance when the material larger th an
1 in . wa removed (Figure 18) , an identical te t series was
conducted . T he material with 100 percen t passing the 1-in .
sieve ize was designated SRSl - 1 in. T he results of the
precipitation testing for these two materials ca n be observed
in Figure 19. Both ample behaved the same unti l after 20
min of testing. At 30 min the difference in coarse size fraction
which wa 22 versus 13 percent of plu number 4 size particles
was observed . 1 he difference in ero ion resistance continued
to increase as the test continued (Figure 18).
The reason for Lhe fai lure appeared to be related to t he
ro und hape of the coar e particles. SR l contain a large
number of rounded CaC0 3 particles which tend to roll o.n
the 2:1 slope. T he more spherical a particle becomes the le s
efficiently the particle interlock with olbers to form the surface armor. During the erosion tests , particles we re observed
rolling down the slopes. T he same relationship · of size and
hape ob erved by Meyer and Manke (14) were apparent

with the SRSl oil. T he mailer particle rolled firs t followed
by the larger particles a the overland flow qltanlity increased.
Particles a large as 0.5 in. were collected at the fl ow ra tes
applied. Once tarted most of these rolling particle did not
stop until they rolled off the panel.
T he RS1 testing show the importance of the larger size
particles in developing ero ion resistance and the infl ue nce
of particle shape . When the ame flow was appl ied to the
other materfals with particles larger than 0.5 in . the particles
were retained on the panel. Therefore, in addition to the
shape factor particle angu larity i an important aspect of
mitigati ng slope erosion.

CONCLUSIONS AND DESIGN
RECOMMENDATIONS

The prediction of highway slope erosion resi tance should
involve an eval uation that addres es both precipitation and
overland flow. The erosion test cell functioned well , simu-
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lating both a pect of erosion and enabling comparisons to
be made between observed slope erosion re istance and laboratory resistance for alternative materials.
Effective slope protection can be provided by using crushed
rock or similar materials. Such surface protection must be
resistant to weathering, and must be placed witb sufficiently
large particle size to prevent transport during the design storm.
The use of crushed rock to protect slopes simulates the naturally occurring armoring that soils with coarse particles
develop. Slopes as steep as 2:1 can be protected. The minimum acceptable rock particle size must be determined by
:; 1!!!!!!.~!ing hnth preci!Ji!ation and overland llow on the slope.
The rock particles should be as angular as possible. Because
particle shape affects erosion resistance the particles should
have a shape factor range of between 2 and 8. Rounded particles tend to roll on slopes under the influence 0f overland
flow and hould be avoided. The particles should also be
resistant to weathering.
A well-graded crushed rock with maxi!Jlum particle size
greater than 1.5 in. will protect a 2: 1 slope against channel
tlows as high as 6 gpm with a velocity produced from a sim-

ulated 16-degree upper slope segment. The permeabi lity of
the rock protection may be sufficiently low as to allow surface
flow to occur. When placed over low-density soil , the rock
must be supported. There are geotextiles available that would
provide adequate support.
Slope materials that have a surface permeability high enough
to prevent surface flow may exhibit adequate erosion resistance when first placed. Should these materials experience a
reduction in permeability over time that is sufficient to cause
surface flow, they may then easily erode. A sufficient thickness of high permeability material to prevent surface flow is
a function of the design event as well as slope geometry. Slope
maimenam;c <t"iivi•ic:; :;tv~ld e::::!!!'e !h':'t thP. rP.f!nired thickness of such materials not be allowed to decrease with time.
When the rock protection is permeable enough to prevent
surface flow , it can sustain applied flows as high as 6 gpm
with a maximum rock size less than 0.5 in. However, should
rock plugging occur, producing flow aero s the surface, or
should the thickness decrease to 0.5 in., failu re will occur at
flow rates on the order of 1.2 gpm.
Particles larger than 0.187 in. were relatively stable on 2: l

Duffy and Hatzell
slopes for the 50-yr, 30-min intensity events when their concentration was greater than 12 percent. Therefore, whenever
possible, natural slope materials with as much plus 0.187-in.
angular particles as possible should be used. When soil concentrations of these particles reach 12 to 20 percent, they form
effective surface prntection.
The overland flow component of slope erosion is orders of
magnitude greater than the precipitation component alone.
Because overland flow controls slope erosion for most slopes,
slope design should minimize the development of channel flow
on the slope. Minimizing slope height, grading upper slope
segments to drain away from the slope face, and the use of
slope materials to reduce water velocity are important .
To minimize the destruction of naturally occurring erosion
resistance produced through armoring, slope traffic should be
prevented. The rate of erosion increases when the surface
protection is disturbed. Slope traffic also a.id in the development of microchannels that accelerate erosion.
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